AC-LOCKER-24-RFID
24 BAY LOCKER

The AC-LOCKER-24-RFID is a Secure Charging Locker with a centralized RFID Card Locking System designed to charge and secure 24 Devices with screen sizes up to 17”.

FEATURES
• Central Locking System with RFID Cards
• Individual Lockers with Space for Accessories like Headphones or Mouse
• 2 USB and 2 Standard Outlets in Each Individual Locker
• Vented For Heat Dissipation
• Full Metal Construction
• Lifetime Frame Warranty

SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS
Height: 63 in
Width: 35.5 in
Depth: 18.5 in

CAPACITY
Standard: 24 Devices
Shelf Depth: 17.25 in

WEIGHT
Upper / Lower Cabinet Weight: 153 lbs. each
Shipping Weight: 306 lbs.

Specifications subject to change without notice.